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Intimately Clean

“‘You shall separate the children of Israel from their
uncleanness so they will not die in their uncleanness,
when they defile my tabernacle that is in their midst.’”

Tsiyon Road Radio on
Glorystar Satellite
Channel 1013
Galaxy 19
Freq: 11836 MHz (V)
Symbol Rate: 20.770

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

Vayikra/Leviticus 15:31

Listen FREE this Sabbath - Tsiyon Road Sabbath broadcasting begins July 12, 6 PM, Jerusalem time, and continues
for 48 hours. The Midrash is broadcast 8 times over that period.

From Eliyahu
Untimely death could be highly inconvenient. It could tend to interrupt everything that you would like to achieve and/or enjoy in life. Things like
serving and praising YHWH. Also, watching your children and grandchildren grow up, enjoying fellowship with other believers, cooking or eating a
great meal with someone you love, taking a walk in the cool of the day, seeing anything, smelling anything, hearing anything, feeling or tasting
anything. Thinking. Just everything. Death robs all of that away. Truly, life is a beautiful and wonderful gift to be treasured!
In view of how wonderful life really can be, it is shocking how many people are willing to risk their life for a cheap thrill or an illicit moment. It is as
if they shake their fist in the face of the Creator and call Him a fool. They scorn His righteous commandments to pursue their own lusts, only to reap
disease and an early death as the result of their folly. Even on death's door they don't want to hear that they brought disaster upon themselves because
they despised their Creator's wisdom. Yet, all along He has told us the good way and warned us of the outcome for those who forget His
commandments. Here is one such admonition from our loving heavenly Father:
"Discretion will watch over you. Understanding [of Torah] will keep you, to deliver you from the way of evil. To deliver you from the
strange woman ..who flatters with her words; who ..forgets the covenant of her Elohim: for her house leads down to death, her paths /

to the dead. None who go to her return again, neither do they attain to the paths of life. For the upright will dwell in the land. The
perfect will remain in it. But the wicked will be cut off from the land." Prov 2:11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22
Death from AIDS and other sexually transmitted and related diseases brings on the end for literally millions each year. Some of those are innocent
victims who were infected secondarily via unexpected exposure to infected blood or other bodily fluids. Some were born of infected parents so came
into the world with a dreadful disease. Throughout history there have always been some loose-living people keeping these diseases alive and
spreading, to this day. With over a million people being infected with an STD EVERY DAY it is clear that modern science has failed miserably at
eradicating this scourge. Wouldn't it be amazing to look in a book written 3,500 years ago to find the answer there? Yes, Torah contains instruction
even for this. Let's follow it - and live.
Blessings and Shalom!
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
PS - In 2008 I taught that Revelation seems to predict a major atomic war centered in the Middle East, to likely take shape during the middle of the
decade we are now in. In the years hence the Arab Spring and other geo-political shifts have been steadily setting the stage toward just such a war.
Shiite Iran has been seen as the most likely player to start such a war, but now, the new Sunni kid on the block, ISIL, has been making some very
threatening moves in that direction. In Tsiyon News Vol 9.23 of 06/27/14, we reported the ISIL threat against Israel in which an ISIL spokesman said;
“Do you think that we do not have access to nuclear devices? .. After the Zionists are gone, Palestine will have to be decontaminated and rebuilt just
like areas where there has been radiation released.” Now a new development has occurred. ISIL has seized 88 pounds of uranium! See the news
article below for more details.
________________________________________________________

TSIYON NEWS
Happy Website Problems - Lately we've had reports of website visitors being unable to access our websites. This turns out to be a happy problem,
because of the reason this has been happening. Since we've upgraded our radio player on our website to play on page-load we've been getting so
many people listening directly from the site that it has been maxing out our server, blocking additional visitors from accessing both tsiyon.org and
tsiyon.net. We apologize for the inconvenience. Not to worry though, you should be able to get on the sites just fine now, because we've upgraded our
capacity.

ISIS Has Seized 88 Pounds Of Uranium In Northern
Iraq
Reprint from Zero Hedge By Tyler Durden Created 07/09/2014

With the mainstream media having moved on in the news cycle to Dow 'almost' 17,000 and the 'Border Crisis' Scandal, it seems The Islamic State
(the terrorists formerly known as ISIS) have stepped up their game and come out swinging... by seizing 88 pounds of nuclear material (uranium
compounds) from Mosul University. As Iraq's UN Ambassador warned, "these nuclear materials, despite the limited amounts mentioned, "can be
used in manufacturing weapons of mass destruction... or in combination with other materials in its terrorist acts."
As Reuters reports, insurgents in Iraq have seized nuclear materials used for scientific research at a university in the country's north, Iraq told the
United Nations in a letter appealing for help to "stave off the threat of their use by terrorists in Iraq or abroad."
Nearly 40 kilograms (88 pounds) of uranium compounds were kept at Mosul University, Iraq's U.N. Ambassador Mohamed Ali
Alhakim told U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in the July 8 letter obtained by Reuters on Wednesday.
"Terrorist groups have seized control of nuclear material at the sites that came out of the control of the state," Alhakim wrote, adding
that such materials "can be used in manufacturing weapons of mass destruction."
"These nuclear materials, despite the limited amounts mentioned, can enable terrorist groups, with the availability of the required
expertise, to use it separate or in combination with other materials in its terrorist acts," said Alhakim.
The US is playing down the threat (for a change)
A U.S. government source familiar with the matter said the materials were not believed to be enriched uranium and therefore
would be difficult to use to manufacture into a weapon.
/

Another U.S. official familiar with security matters said he was unaware of
this development raising any alarm among U.S. authorities.
But, ironically, it is is Iraq that is most worried about the nukes...
"The Republic of Iraq is notifying the international community of these
dangerous developments and asking for help and the needed support to
stave off the threat of their use by terrorists in Iraq or abroad," Alhakim
wrote.
* * *
"It also provides for expanded cooperation between and among states
regarding rapid measures to locate and recover stolen or smuggled
nuclear material, mitigate any radiological consequences of sabotage,
and prevent and combat related offences," according to the IAEA.
* * *
Another great addition to ISIS Annual Report and another potentially terrifying
prospect for the rest of the world... all this as rockets from Gaza fall around Israel's
Dimona nuclear facility also... Should be good for guaranteeing Dow 17,000
tomorrow...
________________________________________________________
Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.
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